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Esplanade Association
Seeks New Leader
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by Sara Brown
The Esplanade Association
(TEA) is searching for a new executive director because Tani Marinovich has announced she plans
on stepping down in the fall.
She will stay in her position
through September to oversee
TEA’s summer schedule and its
largest fundraising initiative, the
Moondance Gala, which will be
on Friday, September 23.
TEA will employ a search firm to
find Marinovich’s replacement and

plans on hiring someone by the
end of the year.
Marinovich said they are looking for someone who has a passion
for the environment and what
the Esplanade has to offer as well
as someone with innovative ideas
who can help TEA continue to
grow and succeed.
Meanwhile, Marinovich will become Charles River Watershed Association’s director of philanthropy. She said she wanted a chance
Continued on Page 2
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Rendering of first phase of Fenway Center

Building Boom Would
Create a New Fenway

by Tanner Stening

The Fenway/Kenmore neighborhood could look a lot different in a
few years with several big mixed-use,
hotel and residential development
projects in the pipeline or in the

planning stages.
The long-delayed Fenway Center could begin initial construction
as early as September, according to
a Curbed Boston report, after the
state granted developers an extension
to finalize a lease agreement for the

project’s air rights.
The news of the roughly 1.3 million-square-foot project potentially
getting underway was followed by
a filing early this month signaling
the possibility that a South Carolina
Continued on Page 2

National Grid Hopes To
Start Pipeline This Year

by Sara Brown
National Grid representatives said
work on expanding an existing pipeline in the Back Bay will begin within
the next few months, as soon as it get
permits from the city.
National Grid is planning on extending a natural gas pipeline down
Stuart Street and Huntington Avenue. Director of customer community relations Joe Carroll said the company is expanding the line because
of growing development in the area
during a July 13 meeting with the
Back Bay Association (BBA). He said
new developments are using newer
Continued on Page 2 Planned expansion of National Grid pipeline
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City Promises Parking
Help for Open Newbury
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by Tanner Stening
Despite a commitment from the
city to help free up residential parking on Newbury Street’s pedestri-

an-only days, Back Bay residents are
wary about the events’ impact on the
neighborhood’s limited number of
Continued on Page 2
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Hosted by the Friends of the Public Garden, residents gathered at the
Taj hotel for a sold-out summer party to benefit the nonprofit.
Guests enjoyed drinks, hors d’oeuvres and company.

Joe Selvaggi and Pauline Donnelly

Jenna Donleavy and Mary Ella Donleavy

Martina Curtin and Craig Carlson

Ashley Breed and Sandra Gilpatrick

Jeffrey Stookey

Arjun Gupta, Meredith Braunstein, Kelly Pratt, Brian Tobin, Mimi Sun and Kristen Morse

Leslie Adams

Franco Campanello and Lori Conway

Jean Zick, Henry Lee and Colin Zick
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